THE PEACEFUL SUBURBAN RETREAT AT DACCA
him, be he amidst the multifarious activities of town life,
or the paradisal beauty of the jungly Gandaria. As a great
mystic having a large inner life, he could see 'Christ walk-
ing not in the waters of Ganesareth but of Thames', but
Gandaria appealed so much to him, because his beloved
disciples needed that spiritual freedom, which comes in the
wake of living in the bosom of Nature with a gleam of
heavenly simplicity and pacific calm. When the site for
the Asram was chosen, but the plot was not yet purchased,
Vijaykrishna sometimes took some of his disciples to the
place at early dawn, making his way, with difficulty,
through a deserted bypath with ever-greens on both sides.
By the time he reached the spor, the flickering flashes on
the horizon grew brighter, and dark streaks flared into
crimson. The Master stood motionless. Tears spouted
from his eyes, and immediately he sank into Samadhi.
The delicate pink and mauve with which the horizon was
bathed; gave him a vision of the Spirit ; and artistic
emotion, the realization of Beauty on the plane of the super-
sensible, overpowered him. The quest of the Beautiful was
ever the grande passion with him, and Beauty to him not
only guaranteed Truth but somehow constituted it.
But though he 'paced among the mountains', he never
'hid his face amid a crown of stars'. The daily round of
duties in the Asram always went on with clock-like
regularity. At early dawn the Master used to sprinkle rice
for birds and even fed them with his own hands. Then
he went into his Bhajan Kutir and as he came out, his
disciples stood in wonder at his radiant blessedness. The
breakfast over, late Kunja Behari Ghosh, Assistant Head-
master of Dacca Collegiate School, read out to him the
Sreemat Bhagabat, the Life of Chaitanya by Kabiraj
Goswami, and the hymns of Narottam Thakur. As he
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